Abstract-Ultrasound electrode displacement elastography (EDE) has demonstrated the potential to monitor ablated regions in human patients after minimally invasive microwave ablation procedures. Displacement estimation for EDE is commonly plagued by decorrelation noise artifacts degrading displacement estimates. In this paper, we propose a global dictionary learning approach applied to denoising displacement estimates with an adaptively learned dictionary from EDE phantom displacement maps. The resulting algorithm is one that represents displacement patches sparsely if they contain low noise and averages remaining patches thereby denoising displacement maps while retaining important edge information. The results of dictionary-represented displacements presented with a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) with improved contrast, as well as improved phantom inclusion delineation when compared to initial displacements, medianfiltered displacements, and spline smoothened displacements, respectively. In addition to visualized noise reduction, dictionaryrepresented displacements presented with the highest SNR, CNR, and improved contrast with values of 1.77, 4.56, and 4.35 dB, respectively, when compared to axial strain tensor images estimated using the initial displacements. Following EDE phantom imaging, we utilized dictionary representations from in vivo patient data, further validating efficacy. Denoising displacement estimates are a newer application for dictionary learning producing strong ablated region delineation with little degradation from denoising.
I. INTRODUCTION
N EW liver cancer diagnosis affected approximately 780 000 individuals worldwide in 2012 and claimed nearly 750 000 lives [1] , [2] . Although these numbers represent a vast number of individuals worldwide, the U.S. alone will expect 42 000 new cases for liver cancers with at least 70% of that number dying from these cancers in 2018. The number of cases since 1980 has been more than tripled, with death rates increasing by 3% every year since 2000 [3] .
Many avenues exist for extending a patient's life expectancy or achieving possible remission after diagnosis of liver cancer. These solutions include liver transplantation [4] , [5] , surgical resection [6] , and chemical therapies [7] . However, rapidly growing minimally invasive percutaneous procedures, specifically, microwave ablation (MWA), are seeing extensive use due to minimal normal tissue loss, efficacy, and cost-effectiveness [6] , [8] , [9] . MWA procedures have reported survival rates of up to 10 years after hepatocellular carcinoma treatment [10] , similar in effectiveness as surgery [5] , [6] . MWA accomplishes this via two main goals: creating tissue necrosis up to a 1.0-cm margin of the normal tissue surrounding the tumor cells and sustaining accuracy and specificity of ablation procedures [11] . To accomplish these goals, MWA requires clear, accurate imaging of tumors both before and after ablation to ensure the identification of the adequate area of tissue necrosis so the residual tumor progression risk is minimized [12] , [13] . Imaging for MWA procedures most often takes the form of contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) [13] . Although often used, CT is costly and time-consuming; exposing the patients to undesirable ionizing radiation. An alternative, realtime, nonionizing imaging modality that can be used is ultrasound (US). With US, conventional B-mode images show little success for tumor visualization [14] , [15] ; however, elastography, which utilizes tissue stiffness as the contrast mechanism, provides higher contrast values for mass delineation utilizing US systems [16] . Elastography quantifies the relative elasticity of tissue via external forces and has shown excellent agreement with pathology [17] , [18] . A limitation of elastography is the ability to only image shallow tissue locations where the external forces can be applied. The process of using microwave antennae for the quasi-static deformation required for deeper elastography is named electrode displacement elastography (EDE) [19] . EDE has shown improved contrast and higher contrast-to-noise ratios (CNRs) for strain imaging of phantoms [20] - [22] , animal models [23] , [24] , and human patients [25] , [26] .
Many algorithms exist for performing displacement estimation, some of which vary in accuracy, spatial and temporal resolution, and complexity [27] - [34] . For this paper, we utilize a 2-D multilevel method proposed by Shi and Varghese [35] . This approach uses block matching on a hierarchical pyramid structure, first obtaining coarse estimates followed by finer estimates. Block matching techniques estimate motion by matching patterns of radio frequency (RF) or envelope signals between predeformation and postdeformation echo signals [36] . Unfortunately, estimates are commonly plagued by decorrelation noise from nonrigid motion [37] . Some approaches attempt to alleviate this problem via companding [38] or temporal stretching before block matching [39] - [41] , while many recent approaches utilize regularization during the motion estimation process [27] , [42] - [47] .
Regularization during block matching algorithms also attempts to reduce decorrelation noise and increase local displacement estimate accuracy. A good example of this is shown by Jiang and Hall [27] , where the displacement estimation is reframed as an optimization problem to incorporate regularization of the estimated displacement. With this optimization approach, their algorithm can simultaneously estimate a sequence of the displacement vectors that maximize correlation and ensure local motion continuity [27] . Another proposed approach [29] applies the Bayesian regularization [42] by redefining displacement estimation as a probabilistic function of similarity metrics between neighboring displacement estimates. This is incorporated by treating the similarity metric matrix as a probability density image and assuming neighboring estimates are independent. This follows with modeling probability as the maximum of neighboring probability density image values modulated via the Gaussian function. Rivaz et al. [43] reported on a regularization approach utilizing analytic minimization to incorporate constraints on displacement intensity and continuity [43] . Simulation and phantom results present with the improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and CNR [31] . Following phantom results, in vivo axial strain images were shown to correlate well with CT and pathology, yet images lack strong thermal ablation boundary delineation. Despite the reduction in decorrelation artifacts, the improved boundary visualization of the ablated region is essential for the success of the MWA procedure.
A more recent regularization approach utilizes the sparseness provided by dictionary learning for cardiac displacement estimation [53] , where sparseness is defined as an array or matrix where most of the elements are zero. The idea of using dictionary learning to patch together sparse image patches was first shown in [54] , and has shown several imaging applications [55] - [59] including denoising [60] . The regularization approach proposed by Ouzir et al. [53] frames the displacement estimates as the minimum sum of a data fidelity term based on the Rayleigh noise model and a regularization term based on spatial smoothness and sparsity [48] . The spatial smoothness term enforces small gradients, while the sparsity term reinforces the displacement estimate best approximated using a small set of atoms, or sparse set of atoms, from a dictionary. Although implementation of dictionary learning within the displacement estimation process was novel, their approach was limited to using a preconstructed or offline dictionary.
Other approaches have incorporated machine learning algorithms for liver imaging mainly focusing on improving fibrosis staging [48] , [49] or reconstructing elastographic images from the RF data [50] - [52] . However, these methods depend on obtaining accurate training models. In this paper, we utilize conventional displacement tracking methods to retain adaptiveness but incorporate machine learning utilizing dictionary learning to improve image denoising, while retaining boundary information.
In this paper, we utilize an adaptively learned global dictionary for denoising displacement estimates. Initial displacement estimates were calculated using a 2-D multilevel algorithm [35] . Once displacement estimates are obtained, a sparse and redundant representation of "ideal," nonsynthetic, and displacement maps were implemented to reduce the decorrelation noise seen in the displacement maps. Corresponding strain tensor images obtained with dictionary learning were then compared to current approaches used to reduce decorrelation noise in strain imaging. The results are presented utilizing an EDE phantom and reproducibility validated on in vivo data sets acquired on human subjects.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
RF data were collected using a Siemens S2000 (Siemens, Mountain View, CA, USA) system with a 6C1 HD curvilinear transducer on an EDE phantom with deformations introduced using an actuator. EDE phantom data collection incorporated 12 independent data sets from maximum to minimum distance from the transducer. The transducer center beamline was affixed parallel to the needle placed in the phantom. The EDE phantom was mechanically perturbed using a linear piezoelectric actuator (Physik Instrumente GmbH & Company KG, Karlsruhe, Germany) attached to the needle to provide the ellipsoidal inclusion in the phantom with sinusoidal displacements of 200-μm peak magnitude.
Human in vivo data sets acquired after minimally invasive MWA procedures with deformations introduced freehand at the University of Wisconsin-Madison Hospital and Clinics, Madison, WI, USA, were then utilized to demonstrate feasibility. In vivo data collection followed a protocol approved by the health sciences institutional review board at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA, with the patients providing informed consent before the commencement of the procedure. Once the needle placement was verified via CT imaging, 80 frames of the RF data were collected while the physician manually perturbed the antenna by approximately ±5 mm. Signal processing for displacement estimation, dictionary learning, and strain tensor calculation were done offline using the corresponding software packages in MATLAB.
A. Dictionary Learning and Representation for Elastography
Elad and Aharon [60] derived a minimization algorithm for image denoising utilizing dictionary learning. For consistency, we will follow a similar notation as they used. Let us assume that we have a known dictionary, D ∈ R n×k , where k is the number of atoms (columns vectors d ∈ R n ) in the dictionary and √ n is the patch height and width, where k > n provides that we have an over complete, redundant dictionary. Along with this known dictionary, let us assume we have a noisy displacement estimation map calculated using a multilevel algorithm. This noisy displacement estimate is median filtered to remove extraneous, false peaks resulting in a median filtered noisy displacement map referred to as Y . The sparsity term from Elad and Aharon's approach utilized an 0-norm which is nonconvex, thereby computationally extensive to compute and difficult to solve exactly [61] - [63] . As a good approximation, the 1-norm can be substituted [64] - [66] changing the minimization equation to the following equation:
where (i, j) is the block location from the displacement estimate, X is the denoised displacement estimate, Y is the median filtered noisy displacement estimate, and R i j is the matrix that extracts the (i, j) block from the displacement map. Following the same approach as shown in [67] , the optimization problem of (1) can be rewritten via proximal splitting and solved using the Douglas-Rachford algorithm [68] . This results in an algorithm that represents patches sparsely if a sparsely represented patch and the corresponding noisy patch are similar; otherwise, it simply averages a patch with overlapping neighbor patches thereby reducing noise. The algorithm in (1) assumes a known fixed dictionary. There are three different methods we can use for selecting the dictionary: predefining an overcomplete dictionary, adaptively learning a dictionary on every displacement map that will be denoised, or adaptively learning a global dictionary from a set of "good" examples that can be used globally over all the data for denoising [60] .
One of the simplest methods for the evaluation of sparse representations is utilizing a preconstructed dictionary. Several examples of preconstructed dictionaries are described in [64] , [69] , and [70] . Adaptively learned dictionaries, on the other hand, provide improved reconstruction performance [71] . Although an adaptively learned dictionary for each displacement map may provide the best reconstruction results as shown in [60] , a globally learned dictionary may be sufficient for producing reproducible denoising performance. This will save the computational time when compared to computing a dictionary for each displacement map. In addition, all displacement maps can be represented using a linear combination of these ideal displacement patches.
To adaptively learn a global dictionary, an additional iterative processing chain is added to the algorithm. Now assuming dictionary D is unknown, we create our initial dictionary directly from our noisy median-filtered displacement Y estimated using a multilevel method from an EDE phantom. This begins by selecting an arbitrary number m of √ n × √ n patches from Y with the largest root-mean-squared energy providing m representative noisy patches (y j ) m j =1 ∈ R n×m . Of these y j patches, k patches were randomly selected as the initial atoms d for the dictionary, D. An example of the normalized initial atoms for a dictionary is shown in Fig. 1(a) where the atoms have dimensions of 10 pixels×10 pixels (4 mm×4 mm) chosen randomly from y j . Each atom was normalized independently such that minimum-to-maximum values of each atom range from 0 to 1. The dictionary learning process then begins by minimizing the constrained optimization problem shown in the following equation: where κ > 0 is the upper bound sparsity of coefficients α. The iterative dictionary learning optimization alternates between updating dictionary atoms d and coefficients α, and is solved using a block-coordinate descent method [72] . Once this iterative process is completed, the global dictionary shown in Fig. 1(b) can be used for dictionary representations. Note that the adjustments of atoms shown in Fig. 1(b) occur during the dictionary learning process to reduce noise and provide better sparse representations of the median-filtered displacements.
B. Our Approach
Displacements between frames of maximum-to-minimum axial displacement were estimated utilizing a multilevel approach demonstrated in [35] using a kernel size of [16, 12, 8, 4] wavelengths × [7, 5, 3, 3] A-lines. Median filtering with a window size of 1.9 mm × 1.9 mm was used to remove false peaks from displacement estimation. After median filtering, the displacement estimate was resampled to result in a pixel size of 0.4 mm × 0.4 mm and normalized. A globally learned dictionary was then trained from medianfiltered displacement frames demonstrating the largest inclusion displacement (n = 12). A patch size of 10×10 pixels was chosen using a heuristic approach as a compromise between the computational load and denoising performance, utilizing k = 200 atoms for the dictionary, resulting in D ∈ R 100×200 . The upper bound sparsity of κ = 4 was used and (2) is iterated until D τ +1 − D τ < 10 −4 or 500 iterations have been reached. Utilizing this globally learned dictionary, medianfiltered displacements were denoised for all displacement maps estimated. During the denoising iterative process, the sum of squared errors between the estimated denoised patches and clean patches is shown in (3). Denoising was iterated until the root-mean-squared error between iterations fell below a convergence value chosen heuristically to be 5×10 −6 as shown in (4)
Computational time required for the global dictionary training was approximately 5 min, while the displacement dictionary representation convergence required approximately 2 min for a typical sector US image of width and depth 8 cm × 12 cm (200 pixels × 300 pixels). All processing was performed on a Windows 10 desktop PC with Intel Core i7-7700K CPU (4 × 4.20 GHz) and 48-GB DDR4 RAM.
C. Comparison Metrics
After displacement was denoised via dictionary representation, the inclusion was visualized from strain tensor images calculated using a least-squares method after filtering and dictionary denoising [28] . Denoised strain tensor images were compared to strain tensor images after median filtering and spline smoothening [73] , [74] . In the interest of quantifying strain tensors from initial displacement maps and displacement maps represented by a sparse set of dictionary patches, we utilized a similar region-of-interest (ROI) as used in [20] . We then calculated the following three quantitative metrics as shown in the following equations, namely, the SNR, contrast, and CNR [73] , [74] SNR =s
where I and B refer to the inside and background ROIs, respectively, ands and σ are the mean and standard deviation of strain tensor magnitudes.
III. RESULTS
For the purposes of providing deformations to the inclusion in the EDE phantom, cyclic motions using a linear actuator were used as previously discussed. Since cyclic motions were used, peak displacements occur during downward and upward motions generated by the actuator. Peak displacements were used because they provide the largest deformation applied to the inclusion. Over the 120 RF frames collected, this peak displacement occurs n = 12 times. Strain tensor images for an EDE phantom with sinusoidal displacements with a peak magnitude of 200 μm are shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 shows the advantages of dictionary-represented displacements for strain tensor visualization. Fig. 2(a) shows the B-mode image of an EDE phantom with ROIs selected to avoid the needle artifacts near the bottom of the inclusion representative of the inside and outside of the inclusion in red and blue, respectively. Fig. 2(b) -(e) shows the axial strain tensor image obtained from the initial displacement calculated with a multilevel method, the median-filtered multilevel displacement, the spline smoothened, median-filtered multilevel displacement, and the dictionary-represented multilevel displacement, respectively. Qualitatively in Fig. 2(e) , we observe the improvements obtained utilizing dictionary denoising in the increased homogeneity in strain tensor magnitudes above the inclusion as well as a slight reduction in the noise artifacts seen inside the inclusion, disregarding the needle artifacts. In addition, we note no loss of inclusion delineation in the visualized strain tensor image, respectively. Note that with utilizing solely median filtering, very small changes in the strain tensor magnitudes are seen inside and outside the inclusion between the initial, nonfiltered displacement except for a slight smoothening seen above the inclusion and along the boundary. Using spline smoothening after median filtering reduces noise seen both inside and outside the inclusion while retaining the edge information, providing better visualization over median filtering alone. However, the inspection of strain tensor image produced from dictionary-represented displacements provides a reduction in noise above the inclusion as well as in homogeneous regions of the phantom, lateral to the inclusion. We also perceive a slight reduction of noise within the inclusion without any loss of inclusion boundary sharpness. We do note that a needle artifact exists in all strain tensor images near the bottom and below the inclusion.
Following visualization of the inclusion, we performed a quantitative comparison of displacement estimation results for strain tensor imaging. ROIs were selected to avoid the needle artifact near the bottom of the inclusion and strain tensor magnitudes were used since visualization only requires relative differences in strain. The quantitative distribution of the parameters over all displacement frames is shown in Figs. 3-5 showing that dictionary-represented strain tensor images provided statistically significant improvements in SNR and CNR ( p < 0.001) calculated using a one-way analysis of variance. Fig. 3 shows the inclusion of strain tensor SNR distributions over the 12 displacement frames estimated. All methods demonstrate a positive SNR above 1 dB. Median filtering increases the SNR seen from the initial displacement estimate, which can be attributed to reducing large peaks inside of the phantom inclusion. Following median filtering, spline smoothening greatly increases strain tensor SNR, nearly doubling the median SNR with a similar distribution width. Greater SNR values can be credited to noise reduction that spline smoothening offers. Now looking at distributions from the proposed dictionary-represented approach, we see the largest SNR values with median and quartile values greater than the median SNR from any other method. Greater SNR values are likely from the denoising obtained with the sparseness dictionary representation offers.
Using (6), contrast distributions were calculated and shown in Fig. 4 . Contrast values are positive since the stiffer phantom inclusion presents with lower strain values, while softer regions outside of the inclusion provide with higher strain values. Following this logic, larger values result in the higher contrast between the phantom inclusion and the surrounding medium. Median filtering of displacements seems to show little contrast improvement from initial displacement estimates. Spline smoothening shows more improvement for median and quartile values increasing the entire distribution by approximately 2 dB. Dictionary-represented strain tensor images demonstrate the greatest distribution of contrast values with an additional increase in 2 dB over spline smoothening contrast. Distributions from all methods retain a similar width, while the spline smoothening and dictionary representation demonstrate wider quartile ranges. In Fig. 5 , CNR distributions calculated using (7) are shown. Median filtered and initial displacement distributions show positive and similar results slightly above 1 dB. Although median filtering removes noise from displacement estimates, it does not affect contrast levels noticeably, hence explaining similar CNR values after median filtering. Spline smoothening after median filtering increases CNR values, likely due to noise removal and improvement in contrast. Utilizing a dictionaryrepresented displacement provides the highest CNR values seen compared to the other methods. These higher CNR values can be attributed to not only a large noise removal of displacements but also improvement in contrast that dictionary representations provided. Now with knowledge that dictionary representations increase the visualization of the inclusion in the phantom, EDE-based axial strain tensor images for a patient with colon metastases at a depth of 6 cm showing visualization differences with the different filtering approaches. (a) B-mode image of the ablated colon metastases. (b) Correlation map between dictionary and initial displacement patch. Strain tensor images using (c) estimated displacement with no filtering (SNR: 1.09 dB, contrast: 11.6 dB, and CNR: −1.13 dB), (d) median-filtered displacement (SNR: −1.89 dB, contrast: 13.7 dB, and CNR: −1.40 dB), (e) spline smoothening median-filtered displacement (SNR: 1.58 dB, contrast: 14.9 dB, and CNR: 0.51 dB), and (f) dictionary-represented displacement (SNR: 2.38 dB, contrast: 14.5 dB, and CNR: 0.97 dB). Arrows: locations where dictionary representation provided noticeable noise reduction; yet ablated region edge information was maintained.
we validated dictionary-represented displacements on the in vivo data. Dictionary used for representing in vivo displacements was the same dictionary learned from then EDE phantom median-filtered displacement maps. The results on the in vivo data are shown in Figs. 6-8.
Although we previously presented improvements in dictionary learning on axial strain tensor images, these are also visualized on displacement maps as shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) shows the initial displacement map where decorrelation noise artifacts are seen as well as blurred boundaries on the right side of the ablated region. Alternatively, Fig. 6(b) presents the dictionary-represented displacement map that is smoother with better-defined ablated region boundaries and a clearly delineated right side of the ablated region, retaining a similar displacement magnitude range to the median-filtered displacement. Fig. 7 validates the use of dictionary representation for EDE via axial strain tensor images from the same in vivo human subject data as shown in Fig. 6 . Using median filtering shown in Fig. 7(d) corresponding to the displacement map shown in Fig. 6(a) , we see some denoising of the ablated region when compared to initial displacements in Fig. 7(b) , yet the boundary remains noisy and difficult to determine. Following the median filtering, spline smoothening reduces the ablated region noise and provides a slight increase in the ablated region contrast. Although noise is reduced, rough and jagged edges linger along the ablated region boundary with noise lateral to the ablated region. If instead of using spline smoothening, we utilize a dictionary representation, the highest reduction of noise is visualized as shown in Fig. 7(f) corresponding to the displacement map in Fig. 6(b) . This patch representation effectively reduced the noise seen both inside and outside of the ablated region as directed by the red arrows, while retaining a high-contrast ablated region boundary. Fig. 8 presents similar results for a patient with an ovarian metastasis at a depth of 9 cm. These axial strain tensor images display a similar trend as in Fig. 7 .
IV. DISCUSSION
Improvements using dictionary representation from the phantom experiments are shown in Table I . These results demonstrate that dictionary representations provide the highest SNR, CNR, and improved contrast. For all values compared, the trend is toward higher values with additional filtering performed.
For depicting the success of utilizing sparse representations for the inclusion, we computed the normalized cross correlation between the sparsely represented displacement patches and initial noisy image patches. Note the displacement patches that were represented via sparse representations, and patches that were averaged to reduce noise are clearly visualized in Fig. 9 , where Fig. 9(a) shows the estimated displacement with median filtering. Fig. 9(b) and (c) shows the normalized cross correlation of patch representation and the dictionaryrepresented displacement, respectively.
In Fig. 9 (b) , observe that patches in and around the inclusion were represented well by patches from the learned dictionary. Patches outside of the inclusion were not represented by dictionary patches and therefore averaged. This provides us insight as to how the dictionary representation denoises displacements. First, let us look at locations where displacements were represented by dictionary patches.
Here, dictionary patches sparsely represented noisy displacement patches. These sparse dictionary representative patches retain high correlation to noisy displacements because displacement information at these locations is more prominent as opposed to noise. In this manner, a sparse dictionary representation provides denoising by representing the prominent displacements without noise, since noise can often not be accurately represented sparsely. Following this logic, we see that why patches outside of the inclusion were not represented by dictionary patches. Displacement patches outside of the inclusion do not contain prominent displacements over noise levels. These patches cannot be represented sparsely by the dictionary; hence, patch values are simply averaged reducing noise. Figs. 7(b) and 8(b) present the dictionary patch representation used for denoising displacements for the in vivo examples where we observe a similar trend of patch representation as shown in Fig. 9(b) . As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, dictionary representation reduced the noise and provided a smooth delineated boundary for the in vivo data as opposed to the jagged boundary seen with spline smoothening, regardless of the ablated region depth. Based on these examples, an important takeaway from dictionary representation is improved ablation delineation with no degradation in the ablated region boundary from denoising.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this work presented a newer application of dictionary representation for denoising displacement estimates using an adaptively learned global dictionary. First, an EDE phantom was utilized to train an adaptive global dictionary. The learned dictionary was then applied to the EDE phantom displacement maps for denoising, and axial strain tensor results were compared visually and quantitatively to the previously established denoising methods. In addition to visualized noise reduction, dictionary-represented displacements presented with the highest SNR, CNR, and improved the contrast, with values of 0.45, 2.07, and 2.15 dB, respectively, above the next best denoising method of spline smoothening. Following these results, the learned dictionary from the EDE phantom was utilized for in vivo human subjects further validating dictionary representation performance. The dictionary representations' denoising capability and retained boundary delineation allow for similar accuracy, retained specificity, and improved visualization of displacement estimations. Note that the use of the dictionary representation in Figs. 6-8 does not change the shape of the underlying ablated region; however, it does reduce noise artifacts while improving boundary delineation. Future work will investigate a larger set of in vivo strain tensor images for analysis. Exploring the effects of varying patch size and other parameters for denoising performance as well as incorporating lateral displacement maps into dictionary learning processing chain to aid in denoising is another area for future research.
